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Britten Serenade, Finzi Dies Natalis / Mark Padmore HMU807552
CD Review – 26 May                      CD Review Disc of the Week

Massenet Don Quichotte / Gergiev MAR0523
CD Review – 5 May                        CD Review Disc of the Week

Bach Well-Tempered Clavier Book II / Peter Hill DCD34101
CD Review – 28 April                     CD Review Disc of the Week

Verdi Macbeth / Fischer-Dieskau, Bumbry, Sawallisch C843112i
CD Review – 7 April                       CD Review Disc of the Week

Vivaldi L’Olympiade / Concerto Italiano, Rinaldo Alessandrini OP30316
CD Review – 28 April              Top Recommendation, Building a Library

OP30412 Bach Brandenburgs/ Rinaldo Alessandrini, Concerto Italiano
R3  - 21 April    Top Choice, BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE

Altre Follie 1500 – 1750 AVSA9844
Essential Classics – 30 April         Essential CD of the Week

Diabelli Variations / Andreas Staier HMC902091
Daily Telegraph - ?5 May               Classical CD of the Week (timing tbc)

Monteverdi Il ritorno d’Ulisse in patria / Cavina GCD920920
Sunday Times – 6 May                   Classical CD of the Week

IRR OUTSTANDING
MO782183 Boulez Mémoriale, Dérive 1 and Dérive 2/ 
Ensemble Orchestral Contemporain, Daniel Kawka



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: HMG501759
Barcode: 3149020175910
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Felicity Lott [soprano]
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
Armin Jordan [conductor]

POULENC: La Voix humaine
La Dame de Monte Carlo
Felicity Lott

Two dramas for solo woman. 
A young woman talks over the phone to her lover, whom we never hear; tomorrow he is going to marry someone else…
Several times the conversation is interrupted as the line is cut, each time with dramatic effect; and behind this everyday
banality, we realise that we are witnessing a veritable descent to the depths with this abandoned woman. Three years
after La Voix humaine (his "sad and lovely child", as he used to refer to it with Denise Duval, its first performer), Poulenc
was to conclude his collaboration with Cocteau by writing the short monologue that completes this CD: he musical style
has not changed, but this time, the depths are those of the Mediterranean, in which the old lady of Monte-Carlo, "a dead
woman among the dead" has decided to plunge for the last time… This title was released for the first time in 2001.

“Her French is miraculously idiomatic: Cocteau's text is wordy, and Poulenc often sets it at a pace that would defeat
some French sopranos, but Lott captures the pathos and near-hysteria of the part brilliantly.” Hugh Canning, The Sunday
Times, 11 November 2001

"A virtuoso performance, sung with an ideal fusion of emotion and  technique." Michael Kennedy, The Sunday Telegraph,
18 November 2001

“This is Lott at her finest: the synthesis of a lifetime's experience  in Poulenc's sharp, clever style. Her complex
interpretation of La Voix  Humaine could well prove to be definitive.”
Anna Picard, Independent on Sunday, 9 December 2001



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: HMG502131
Barcode: 3149020213117
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Gürzenich-Orchester 
Kölner Philharmoniker 
Trio Wanderer 
James Conlon
 
CONCERTS: 24th June Wigmore Hall 11.30am Beethoven
                      25th June Wigmore Hall 1.00 pm Beethoven  

BEETHOVEN: Triple Concerto
Trio Wanderer

A concerto for four?The Triple Concerto may well be one of Beethoven's most enigmatic works: some commentators
have seen it as no more than a vast rhapsody intented to show off the virtuosity of three hand-picked soloists. But when
a piano trio that regularly plays together turns its attention to the piece, it takes on a quite different aspect: it becomes a
genuine "Concerto for trio and orchestra". In fact the "Triple" shares the same Beethovenian ideal as the heroic quest
that is Egmont: and in the case of the incidental music for his drama Goethe recognised – for once! – that the composer
had "penetrated his intensions with admirable genius"…This title was released for the first time in 2001.
 
ALSO AVAILABLE: HMC902100/03 Complete Beethoven Trios
"This four-disc set, released to celebrate the Trio Wanderer's 25th anniversary, is of a consistently high quality, with close 
attention to dynamics, sensitive balance between instruments and keen rhythmic energy. Most accounts of the "Archduke" 
are more grandiose and romantic. Yet this lean, playful account offers a convincing and lyrical alternative." 
The Guardian 



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMG507070
Barcode: 3149020707012
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Javier Perianes [piano]

MOMPOU: Música callada
Javier Perianes

"Música callada translates as "Silent Music" and, while not a sonic experiment on a Cageian level, this cycle was
Frederic Mompou's attempt to pare down musical language to something approaching an interior monologue. 
Given that the 28 miniatures that make up the collection were composed between 1959 and 1967, they also represent an
early minimalist-style rebellion against the avant-garde, even though Mompou would have abhorred the repetitive
"redundancies" he would have perceived in the American school of Reich and Glass. 
His linguistic style - here and in the earlier Trois Variations (1921) - is much closer to Debussy and Satie, indeed at times
almost indistinguishable from them.
The music's fragility - only a few of the movements dare to get loud or fast - makes it a real challenge for pianists, but the
young Spanish player Javier Perianes has the sensitivity of touch and the expressive subtlety to convey its essential
stillness. 
Despite its aphoristic nature, this is not music that can be listened to lightly: its evasiveness and distillation of intense
moments of expression demand concentration, something the playing and recording here make imperative."
Matthew Rye, The Daily Telegraph, Saturday 17th March 07, Classical CD of the Week

This title was released for the first time in 2006.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMG501502
Barcode: 3149020150214
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Sandrine Piau [soprano]
Delphine Collot [soprano]
La Chapelle Royale
Collegium Vocale Gent
Orchestre des Champs-Élysées
Philippe Herreweghe [conductor]

MENDELSSOHN: A Midsummer Nights Dream 
Philippe Herreweghe

‘With baroque music as "flavour of the age", it seems only natural that we should rediscover – indeed reappraise – all
that is neat, winsome and uncluttered in Mendelssohn's music, its slender forms and high level of invention. (…)
Herreweghe's lively offering is best recommended to those whose main priority is a sense of period orchestral texture'
Gramophone  ‘…one of the lightest performances of the work that I have ever heard.' Fanfare
This title was released for the first time in 1994.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical
Catalogue No: HMG501674
Barcode: 3149020167410
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Cécile Daroux  [flute]
Pablo Marquez [guitar]

PIAZZOLLA: Tango story, L'Histoire du tango
Works for Flute and Guitar
Cécile Daroux
Pablo Márquez

It was in December 1998 that Cécile Daroux recorded this disc, which has since become a benchmark both for flute
aficionados and in the Piazzolla discography. Accompanied by Pablo Márquez and a 100% Argentinian supporting cast,
the French flautist – who died sadly young in 2011 – provides an exemplary overview of the great Astor Piazzolla's
output, in which the tango is omnipresent. A must!
This title was released for the first time in 1999.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: HMG501647
Barcode: 3149020164716
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Philippe Bernold [flute]
Gérard Caussé [viola]
Isabelle Moretti [harp]
Ariane Jacob [piano]
Irène Jacob [narrator]

DEBUSSY: Sonate pour flûte, alto et harpe
Syrinx, Chansons de Bilitis, Prélude à laprès-midi dun faune

Philippe Bernold

'The great twin reed on which we lay beneath the sky.' 
Stéphane Mallarmé was very impressed by the way in which Debussy had expanded on the moods of his poem,
L'Après-midi d'un faune. The flute is not the most widely used instrument in Debussy's music, but he wrote one or two
masterpieces for it. With the exception of his famous last Sonata for flute, viola and harp, all of the pieces on this
recording were associated with theatrical or literary performances - an opportunity to put Syrinx back in context (Gabriel
Mourey's drama, Psyché) and to hear Pierre Louÿs' Chansons de Bilitis as they were performed (with a small
instrumental ensemble and reciter) on a day in February 1901.This title was released for the first time in 1998.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMG501840/41
Barcode: 3149020184011
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 CD
Jerry Hadley [tenor]
Rundfunkchor Berlin, 
Staats-und Domchor Berlin
Pacific Mozart Ensemble
DSO Berlin / Kent Nagano [conductor]

Leonard BERNSTEIN: Mass
A masterwork dedicated to John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Jerry Hadley
Kent Nagano

Dona nobis pacem – Peace and Love! 
Woodstock, Nixon and the Vietnam War were undoubtedly underlying influences on the increasingly oppressive
dramaturgy of this incredible ‘Theatre Piece' composed in memory of J. F. Kennedy. ‘What's a Jewish boy like you doing
writing a Mass?', Bernstein was asked at the premiere in September 1971. Perhaps the answer lies with the ‘Celebrant',
the central figure in this work originally performed by 200 singers, instrumentalists and dancers, a piece at the crossroads
between religions – and at the stylistic crossroads between classical, jazz, folk, blues, and rock – which today is still as
relevant as ever.This title was released for the first time in 2004.

Previously available as HMC901840/41, now deleted:
“In terms of acoustical clarity, Kent Nagano’s new performance easily beats Bernstein’s original.” Geoff Brown, The
Times, 3 December 2004 

“for those of us for whom the joy of it is in just such diversity, then Mass is overwhelming.  I think it’s Bernstein’s
masterpiece.” Edward Seckerson, Gramophone, December 2004



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMG501652/53
Barcode: 3149020165218
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 CD
Elisabeth Scholl , Annette Labusch [sopranos]
Elisabeth Popien [contralto]
Gerd Türk, Wilfried Jochens, Jörn Lindemann
[tenors]
Stephan Schreckenberger, Stephan MacLeod
[bass]
Cantus Cölln
Concerto Palatino
Konrad Junghänel [conductor]

SCHUTZ: Psalmen Davids
Cantus Cölln
Concerto Palatino
Konrad Junghänel

A work of extraordinary richness 
A crucial stage in Schütz's development, the 'Psalms of David' also mark a decisive milestone in the birth of Baroque
music in Germany. Having returned from Italy in 1613, armed with all the knowledge and experience needed for
composing 'new' music, Schütz waited eight years before publishing his first 'remarkable work' (sic) in the field of sacred
music. This maturing process led to the full blossoming of one of the summits of musical expression in which each psalm
is invested with its own specific character, and in which Venetian novelties are intermingled with a scrupulous attention to
the text. The variety of the musical techniques employed is simply breathtaking.This title was released for the first time in
1998.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: HMG50244/45
Barcode: 3149020024416
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 CD
Alfred Deller [countertenor]
Robert Spencer [lute]
The Consort of Six

DOWLAND: Lute Songs
Alfred Deller

Another timely reissue for his centenary, Alfred Deller's Dowland has become part of our history. The most legendary of
English countertenors distilled the very essence of the melancholy of the 17th century English song in general and of the
composer of the 'Lachrimae' in particular.
This title was released for the first time in 1978.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMG508388/89
Barcode: 3149020838815
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 CD
Andreas Staier [fortepiano]

MOZART: Piano Sonatas
Sonatas, Fantasia, Variazioni, suite, Piano Sonatas K.330, 331, 332 
Andreas Staier

Released for the first time in 2003 and 2005, this two-CD set combines two Mozart recordings in which Andreas Staier
raises the questions of ornamentation and improvisation with a hefty dose of impishness in his interpretative options (as
in ‘his' Rondo alla turca!). 
Andreas Staier plays a fortepiano by Monika May, Marburg, 1986, after Anton Walter, Vienna, 1785.

PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE AS: 
HMC801815 Mozart Piano Sonatas
Gramophone Critics’ Choice

“A superlative disc.”
Stanley Sadie, Gramophone, January 2004 

“If I were allowed to own just a single recording of Mozart’s piano music, then this would be high on my short list.”
Simon Heighes, International Record Review, January 2004 

HMC901856 Mozart Piano Sonatas K330, 331 ‘Alla Turca’, 332 
"A wonderful, life-enhancing disc."
Geoff Brown, The Times, 1 April 2005

“Even if you don’t like what Staier does with the text, you can relish the beautiful sound of the fortepiano he uses, his
exquisite phrasing and nifty finger work and overall sensitivity to the works.  These are outstanding performances.” CD
Review, BBC Radio 3, 26 March 2005

“delightful, freshly conceived and  invigorating performances.”
Hugh Canning, Classical CD of the Week, The Sunday Times, 10 April 2005



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: HMG508390/91
Barcode: 3149020839010
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 CD
Cuarteto Casals

 

CONCERT: Wigmore Hall 6th May 

20th Century String Quartets: Debussy, Ravel, Toldra, Zemlinsky
Cuarteto Casals

This double album brings together two recordings from 2004 and 2006 in which the Cuarteto Casals opportunely
demonstrated its virtuosity and the links between figures as different as Turina, Ravel, Debussy and Zemlinsky. 

“the players’ sensitivity to [Debussy’s] shimmering colours and temporal inflections is utterly captivating...I doubt whether
this work [Zemlinsky] has ever been so stunningly well played at all levels, and the velvety, in-depth recording is of
demonstration quality.”
Julian Haylock, The Strad, April 2005

“a sparkling account of the Ravel Quartet”
Edward Greenfield, Gramophone, June 2007

“The Casals Quartet continues to amaze.  Its trump card is Vera Martinez.  When she is leading, you get interpretations
lit with inner vision, such as the best Zemlinsky Quartet No 2 I have heard, a majestic Brahms Clarinet Quintet or a
magical reading of La oración del torero by Turina.” Tully Potter, The Strad, August 2005



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: HMG501887/88
Barcode: 3149020188712
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 CD
Les Arts Florissants
William Christie [conductor]

CHARPENTIER: Le Malade imaginaire
Les Arts Florissants
William Christie

For the first time in 317 years, Les Arts Florissants brought together in 1990 the complete score of 'Le Malade imaginaire'
as it was originally conceived by Charpentier to accompany Molière's final comedy. And now, for the first time on CD, you
can hear, in its entirety, this legendary recording by William Christie.
This title was released for the first time in 1990.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMA195066
Barcode: 0794881697625
BUDGET Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Les Arts Florissants / William Christie

CHARPENTIER: Deux Oratorios

Caecilia, virgo et martyr 
Filius prodigus
Les Arts Florissants
William Christie

Marc-Antoine Charpentier's Latin oratorios rise to the zenith of French music of the Grand Siècle, at a time when oratorio
was as little appreciated in France as it was extolled in Italy. Charpentier discovered the genre while studying with
Carissimi in Rome but what he did with it went way beyond a mere schoolroom exercise! These two oratorios, composed
between 1672 and 1698, are superb examples of Charpentier's individual qualities: an acute sense of the word and an
unprecedented dramatic effectiveness.This title was released for the first time in 1980.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: HMX2901289/90
Barcode: 3149020128947
LOW MID Price
Format: 2 CD
Gérard Lesne, Monique Zanetti, Jean-François
Gardeil, Dominique Visse, Véronique Gens,
Bernard Deletré, Jean-Paul Fouchécourt
Les Arts Florissants / William Christie

CHARPENTIER: David & Jonathas
Les Arts Florissants
William Christie

With a prologue totally integrated into the rest of the work, and a lack of stage action, almost devoid of recitative,
Charpentier here succeeds in creating a counter-proposition to the Lullian tragédie lyrique. His contemporaries were not
mistaken in acclaiming this grandiose masterpiece by the most Italian of French composers.

Released for the first time in 1988, 'David and Jonathan' is a timely reissue to coincide with Les Arts Florissants' concerts
at the Edinburgh Festival, directed by William Christie. 



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: OP30534
Barcode: 709861305346
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Ann Hallenberg [mezzo-soprano]
Anton Steck [violin]
Alexis Kossenko [flute]
Modo Antiquo / Federico Maria Sardelli

VIVALDI: New Discoveries II
Ann Hallenberg 
Alexis Kossenko
Modo Antiquo
Federico Maria Sardelli

World premiere recordings of Vivaldi scores recently discovered in Europe

Concerto in re minore ‘Il Gran Mogol’ RV 431a per flauto traversiere, archi e basso continuo [Edinburgh]
Aria ‘Son nel Mar d’aspri tormenti’, L’inganno trionfante in amore RV 721, II, 10 [Berlin]
Aria ‘S’odo quel rio che mormora’, L’inganno trionfante in amore RV 721, II, 2 [Enghien]
Concerto in la maggiore RV 817 per violino principale, archi e basso continuo [Dresden]
Aria ‘Palpita il core, e freme’, L’inganno trionfante in amore RV 721, I, 8 [Berlin]
Aria ‘Langue il fior su l’arsa sponda’, L’inganno trionfante in amore RV 721, II, 13 [Enghien]
Sonata in re maggiore RV 816 per violino e basso continuo [London]
Aria ‘Vaghe luci belle’ L’ipermestra RV 722, I, 1
Sonata in do maggiore RV 815 per violino e basso continuo [London]

This is the 45th title in the Vivaldi Edition, 3 years after the first recording dedicated to Vivaldi scores discovered in
Europe between 2000 and 2007, now in its 12th year. This second volume features the most recent discoveries in world
premiere recordings and will further contribute to complete one of the most fascinating jigsaw puzzles in musical history
Federico Maria Sardelli is a member of the musicological committee of the Istituto Italiano Antonio Vivaldi at the
Fondazione Cini in Venice, for which he has published numerous scholarly essays. In July 2007 Peter Ryom chose him
to continue his monumental work of cataloguing the music of Antonio Vivaldi; since then, Sardelli
has been the editor of the Vivaldi Werkverzeichnis (RV).
Since 2008 the harvest has been abundant enough to nourish this second volume of Vivaldian revelations, including a
violin concerto, a flute concerto and 4 opera arias from 'L'inganno trionfante in amore', one of the most important lost
opera scores of Vivaldi.
Alongside Sardelli and his orchestra Modo Antiquo, the recording features such illustrious names as mezzo-soprano Ann
Hallenberg, violinist Anton Steck and flautist Alexis Kossenko.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
OP30480 Vivaldi New Discoveries I / Romina Basso, 
Modo Antiquo / Federico Maria Sardelli



RELEASE DATE
1ST MAY 2005

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: OP30412
Barcode: 709861304127
2 FOR 1.5
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: DIGIPACK
Concerto Italiano, Rinaldo Alessandrini

BACH: Brandenburg Concertos Nos. 1-6 BWV1046-1051
Concerto Italiano
Rinaldo Alessandrini

BUILDING A LIBRARY TOP CHOICE
Gramophone Editor's Choice
Classicstoday 10/10 

The May 2012 issue of BBC Music Magazine, the world's best selling classical music magazine, includes a focus on
Bach's Brandenburg concertos.
The recording of this work by Rinaldo Alessandrini and Concerto Italiano, released in 2005, has been designated Best
recording ever.

"There are recordings of the Brandenburgs to suit every mood and every taste, but while many conductors strive for a
certain consistency of approach within their sets, Rinaldo Alessandrini sees each concerto as a new challenge requiring
individually tailored solutions. […]
This set offers an irresistibly expansive and effusive approach, right down to the immediacy of the recording and the vast
breadth of the sound."

“Alessandrini has opened a window on to Bach's music and let a refreshing current of air run through it”

“Rinaldo Alessandrini and Concerto Italiano have gone for the latter approach and succeeded brilliantly. There is perhaps
no Baroque group around today that can do the simple and obvious things to such exciting effect... the performances are
so joyous and fresh that, in their straightforward but deeply musical way, they are the most invigorating newcomers to the
Brandenburg fold since Musica Antiqua Köln's provocative recording of the mid-1980s.
Bonuses come in the form of the Sinfonia to Cantata 174 (a version of the first movement of Concerto No 3 to which lusty
oboes and horns have been added) and a curious 'patch take' of the shorter, swirling first version of the harpsichord
cadenza to No 5. There is also a pleasingly unhyperbolic DVD of the sessions including interviews with Alessandrini.”
 



RELEASE DATE
1ST MAY 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Other
Classical
Catalogue No: MO782183
Barcode: 822186821831
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Fabrice Jünger (flute)
Ensemble Orchestral Contemporain/Daniel
Kawka

BOULEZ: Mémoriale, Dérive 1, Dérive 2
Ensemble-Orchestral-Contemporain
Daniel Kawka

IRR OUTSTANDING

“Daniel Kawka has a grasp of the idiom second to none, while the Ensemble Orchestral Contemporain (EOC) he founded
two decades ago is an outfit whose virtuosity renders this music with panache likely to surprise anyone who regards
Boulez as an austere aesthete.
...Dérive 2 now possesses the most exhilarating ending of any that Boulez has written - a triumph of extended formal
organization and expressive integration.
Those who know the piece through its intermediate incarnation may be surprised at the direction in which the composer
has taken his material, yet the result speaks for itself in this impressively realized account ...The close and immediate
though not airless sound is wholly at the service of the music-making, while Daniel Piencikowski contributes provocative
notes. As a disc of where Boulez the composer has now reached, there is none finer.”    
Richard Whitehouse

"it's a revelation in the superb performance under Daniel Kawka on this disc; the recording is close and vivid, making the
music's proliferating lines and abrupt changes of direction seem all-encompassing, and the ebb and flow of their inner
tensions and resolutions are constantly involving." Andrew Clements, The Guardian



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: AGOGIQUE
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: AG005
Barcode: 3700675500054
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Europa Galante / Fabio Biondi

TELEMANN: Suites Quixotte & La Changeante
Europa Galante
Fabio Biondi

Founded in 1989 by Fabio Biondi, Europa Galante acquired an international reputation through his reading and his then
revolutionary interpretation of music on period instruments.
This program provides an overview of the exciting career and kaleidoscopic style of Telemann, marked by a perfect
assimilation of different national styles and an  obvious taste for the picturesque.
Perfumed from Spain, with Italian flavour, French taste, German essence,  Telemann provides those invited to his table
with a wealth of incredible music whose  charms are constantly renewed. A modern musician in the full sense of the
term.



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD287
Barcode: 635212028728
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Gabrieli Consort & Players 
Paul McCreesh
 
CONCERTS: 2nd June Swanage: Acis & Galatea
                      5th June Spitalfields: A Venetian Coronation
                      12th June Spitalfields: Fairy Queen
                      14th June Spitalfields:Italian Stravinsky
                      23rd June Spitalfields: Music, Silence & a Bluebird            

A New Venetian Coronation, 1595
Gabrieli Consort & Players 
Paul McCreesh

The Gabrieli Consort and Players return to the programme that put them on the musical map when it was originally
recorded and released in 1990: 'A Venetian Coronation 1595' is a musical re-creation evoking the grand pageantry of the
Coronation Mass for Venetian Doge Marino Grimani. His love of ceremony and state festivals fuelled an extraordinary
musical bounty during his reign and formed the background to the musical riches of the period, especially to the works of
Giovanni Gabrieli. With cornetts, sackbuts and an all-male consort, Paul McCreesh fully exploits the dazzling polyphony
of Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli’s music and captivates the audience in a theatrical and ceremonious performance. 

Two decades later, the Gabrieli's 'New Venetian Coronation' takes advantage of huge developments in early instruments,
performance techniques and research into the pieces that were on the original (as well as advances in recording
techniques). 

This disc follows two critically lauded releases on Signum:
SIGCD280 Berlioz Grande Messe des Morts
BBC Music Magazine Award winner, Technical Excellence

SIGCD281 A Song of Farewell
Disc of the Month, BBC Music Magazine
5 ***** Classic FM

carole
Rectangle



RELEASE DATE
4TH JUNE 2012

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD307
Barcode: 635212030721
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
The King's Singers

Royal Rhymes & Rounds
The King's Singers

HENRY VIII Pastime with good companie, It is to me a right great joy; CORNYSH Ah, Robin, gentle Robin, 
Blow thy horn, hunter; ANON Hey, trolly lolly lo! Ellis GIBBONS Long live, fair Oriana; 
Orlando GIBBONS The Silver Swan (Round), The Silver Swan; HILTON Fair Oriana, beauty’s Queen; 
MUNDY Lightly she whipped o’er the dales; DOWLAND Flow, O my tears; BENNET Weep O mine eyes; 
WEELKES As Vesta was from Latmos hill descending; PARRATT The Triumph of Victoria; PARRY Who can dwell with
greatness? ELGAR To her beneath whose steadfast star; BRITTEN Choral Dances from 'Gloriana'; 
Paul DRAYTON A Rough Guide to the Royal Succession (It’s just one damn King after another…)

On a new disc to celebrate the 2012 Diamond Jubilee, The King's Singers present a selection of works from the past 500
years written in honour of the great Monarchs of Britain. 
Starting with works for (and in some cases by) Henry VIII, the programme covers the Elizabethan 'Triumphs of Oriana' by
composers such as Gibbons, Mundy and Dowland; a very Victorian selection of dedicatory works by Elgar, Parry and
Parrat; choral arrangements from the opera 'Glorianna' by Benjamin Britten; and a new piece by Paul Drayton that
comically pens 'A Rough Guide to the Royal Succession'. (Drayton is perhaps best known to fans of The King's Singers
as the composer of their much-loved encore work Masterpiece.)

Recent reviews for the King's Singers previous disc 'High Flight' (SIGCD262)
"Each track is an ethereal epic that is deeply affecting and undeniably beautiful." Choral Music Guide, January 2012
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Gallicantus

The Word Unspoken
Philippe de MONTE: Motets Book V
William BYRD: Cantiones Sacrae I, Quomodo cantabimus
Gallicantus

William Byrd, favourite of Queen Elizabeth I, was a confirmed and practising Catholic who worshipped in defiance of the
Queen. His status and perhaps even his life was preserved thanks partly to the undeniable mastery of his music, and to
the fact that he was careful to maintain an output of music appropriate for a Protestant Rite (simple and English) as well
as a Catholic one (florid and Latin).

Byrd was by no means the only major Catholic composer working in England during these years. Furthermore, there
were English composers whose faith drove them to work abroad, as well as foreign composers who offered sympathy
and encouragement to English Catholics. Included in this latter category was the Flemish composer Phillipe De Monte
who entered into a fascinating compositional correspondence with Byrd. Verses of Psalm 136 ‘Super Flumina Babylonis’
(containing many allegorical references to the plight of catholics unable to practice their faith openly) were set to music
and exchanged, in what is now seen as an encoded message of mutual support and friendship between brothers in faith.

The texts reveal the Catholic community’s sense of isolation: “How shall we sing the Lord’s song in a strange land?”,
Quomodo Cantabimus; and bereavement: “Jerusalem is wasted”, Ne Irascaris, and the elaborate, poetic nature of the
encoded messages distributed within it through music.

The early-music consort Gallicantus (led by former King's Singer Gabriel Crouch) is drawn from the ranks of recent BBC
Music Magazine award-winning choir Tenebrae. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
SIGCD210 Dialogues of Sorrow
"Gallicantus are an ensemble of note" Musical Criticism

"This is a perfect selection of the vast outpouring of grief in both sacred and secular music provoked by Prince Henry’s
death, lovingly and movingly performed." Early Music Today
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Miah Persson [soprano]
Roger Vignoles [piano]

Songs by SCHUBERT, SIBELIUS and GRIEG
Miah Persson

Schubert: Suleika I, D720, Ganymed, D544, Lied der Mignon, D877 no. 4, Rastlose Liebe, D138, 
Du bist die Ruh, D776, Auf dem Wasser zu singen, D774, Gretchen am Spinnrade, D118, 
Der Hirt auf dem Felsen,  D965
Grieg: Six Songs Op. 48 
Sibelius: Våren flyktar hastigt, Op. 13 no. 4, Den första kyssen, Op. 37 no. 1, 
Var det en dröm? Op. 37 no. 4, Säv, säv, susa, Op. 36 no. 4, 
Flickan kom ifrån sin älsklings mote, Op. 37 no. 5
encore: Edvard Grieg - Jeg elsker Dig, Op.5 No.3

Famed for her highly intelligent performances and deep engagement with music, Swedish soprano Miah Persson is in
great demand throughout the world. She returned to Wigmore Hall last February with internationally renowned
accompanist Roger Vignoles to perform a wonderfully emotive and dramatic programme. 

Opening with some of the most celebrated Schubert Lieder, Persson revealed a refined interpretation of each song,
searching deep within the texts to convey emotions from agony to ecstasy. With great passion, Persson then entered the
Scandinavian sound world to complete her programme with Grieg’s stormy Six Songs and a beautiful collection of
Sibelius’s most evocative settings. 
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JACK Quartet

 

CONCERT: May 27th Wigmore Hall 

JACK Quartet: Ligeti / Pintscher / Cage / Xenakis
LIGETI: String Quartet No. 2
PINTSCHER: Study IV for Treatise on the Veil (2009)
CAGE: String Quartet in Four Parts (1949–50)
XENAKIS: Tetras (1983)
JACK Quartet

Dedicated to performing cutting-edge, up-to-the-minute music, the supremely cool, New York based JACK Quartet
electrifies audiences worldwide with "explosive virtuosity" (Boston Globe) and "viscerally exciting performances" (New
York Times). The Quartet made its Wigmore Hall debut in July 2011 in a concert exploring new sounds and musical
languages. With an exciting programme of Ligeti, Pintscher, Cage and Xenakis, this recording presents new ways of
conceiving the relationship of four string players in a genre which has for over 250 years shown itself remarkably able to
support innovation as well as tradition.  
 
ALSO AVAILABLE:
MODE209 / MODE209DVD Xenakis Complete String Quartets 
"the New York-based Jack Quartet tackle it with such energy and panache that the performance becomes a wholly new, 
involving experience...The performances of all of them are equally superb" The Guardian
 
“the Jack Quartet handles Xenakis’s intricate and complex sound worlds with committed, delicate brilliance, and the whole
 is given a burnished brightnesss by the impeccable recorded sound.”  Catherine Nelson, The Strad  
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Mandelring Quartett: 
Sebastian Schmidt, 
Nanette Schmidt, 
Roland Glassl, 
Bernhard Schmidt,

MENDELSSOHN: Complete Chamber Music for Strings 1
String Quartet in E flat major, Op. 12
String Quartet in A minor, Op. 13
String Quartet in E flat major (1823)
Mandelring Quartett

Following their successful complete recording of the 15 string quartets by Dmitri Shostakovich, the Mandelring Quartett
now embark on their next extensive recording series: Mendelssohn@ Complete Chamber Music for Strings, including the
Octet and the two Quintets (together with the Quartetto di Cremona and Gunter Teuffel), presented on four SACDs in
total. 
The first volume of this new series features a youthful work by Mendelssohn as well as the early master works, Op. 13
and Op. 12.
Even if Felix Mendelssohn composed far fewer string quartets than Haydn, Beethoven or Schubert, they nonetheless
embody a musical romanticism that appears in Novalis’ Hymns and Eichendorff’s Novellas: a whispering within nature, at
times with dramatic agitation, permeated by deeply felt chants. And even the quartet in E flat major,
written by the 14-year-old pupil of Carl Friedrich Zelter, the Berlin composer and consultant to Goethe, implies that
Mendelssohn would imaginatively maintain the musical legacy. This legacy had one name, first and foremost: Ludwig
van Beethoven. Following his death in 1827, Mendelssohn composed his first mature quartet, Op. 13, which explores
Beethoven’s formal ideas but, entirely romantically, places the song “Ist es wahr?” at its centre. This work, as well as its
successor, the quartet Op. 12 (the chronology of publication is the reason for the reverse numbering), proves to be
formally highly advanced and reveals Mendelssohn as a sophisticated musical narrator – a facet which also attracted
criticism from his contemporaries.
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Baiba Skride, 
BBCNOW/Thierry Fischer

STRAVINSKY: Violin Concerto, Circus Polka
HONEGGER Pacific 231
MARTIN Violin Concerto 
Baiba Skride

For her previous CD on the ORFEO label, Baiba Skride recorded two highly Romantic violin works by Brahms and has
now turned her attention to two 20th-century violin concertos whose composers struck out in extremely individual
directions while drawing on traditional formal models. 
In his single contribution to the medium, the worldly Stravinsky drew on his knowledge of the whole history of music and
explicitly appealed to the model of Johann Sebastian Bach in composing a work that is rigorously structured and at the
same time playful in a neo-Baroque spirit. It would be harder to find a more different approach to the template of the
traditional three-movement concerto than that found in the piece by the Swiss composer Frank Martin. In its atmospheric
density it recalls Martin’s setting of Shakespeare’s The Tempest, dominated, as it were, by the mysterious, fairytale-like
but also capricious and lively spirit of Ariel. Baiba Skride finds the right tone not only for the veiled sonorities of this piece
but also for the tremendous sense of brightness that overwhelms the writing towards the end. Her enormous stylistic
flexibility also comes to the fore in the Stravinsky Concerto, to which she brings a sense of crystalline radiance. The BBC
National Orchestra of Wales and its principal conductor Thierry Fischer are not only ideal partners, they also complement
the programme with three almost contemporary orchestral works, all of which are classic examples of the way in which
composers’ understanding of form – in this case, programme music – changed in the 20th century. In Honegger’s Pacific
231 and Rugby, the orchestra impresses us with its ability to conjure up the sounds of a speeding train and of rugby
players running to and fro. The orchestra completes the programme on a note of grotesque jollity with Stravinsky’s Circus
Polka, the quotation-like character of which – in this case, Schubert – may also be said to hold together the programme
as a whole, with its two violin works in central position, invariably maintaining the greatest originality in this act of musical
re-creation.
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Choir of St Mary's Cathedral, Edinburgh
Duncan Ferguson

Gabriel JACKSON: Beyond The Stars 
Sacred Choral Works II
Choir of St Mary's Cathedral, Edinburgh

The Glory of the Lord, Fanfare for St Mary’s, The Christ-child, 
Hymn to St Margaret of Scotland, Jesu, Rex admirabilis, 
Ah, mine heart, Missa Sanctae Margaretae, Justorum animae, 
Vidi aquam, Let us all rejoice in the Lord, In all his works,  
The Land of Spices, Ecce venio cito 

Celebrating his 50th birthday in 2012, Gabriel Jackson has had a long and close association with the choir of St Mary’s
Cathedral. Under Duncan Ferguson’s dynamic direction, they bring a special authority, and all their characteristic verve
and intensity, to a sequence of recording premieres that centres on the florid 'Hymn to St Margaret of Scotland', newly
written for the choir.
Sumptuously recorded, this is a dazzling window into the luminous world of Gabriel Jackson.

ALSO AVAILABLE: DCD34027 Gabriel Jackson - Sacred Choral Works
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Czech Philharmonic Orchestra/
Vaclav Neumann, Christoph von Dohnanyi
Prague Radio Choir /Milan Maly
Prague Radio Symphony 
Boston Symphony Chamber Players
Tokyo String Quartet 
Musica Viva Pragensis

STRAVINSKY: The Firebird [1910 version]
Les Noces, Symphony in C, L'Histoire du Soldat, Suite
Three pieces for string quartet, Concertino for string quartet, Shakespeare Songs 

Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
Vaclav Neumann
Christoph von Dohnanyi

Stravinsky's ongoing Russian inspiration, clad in the opulence of Rimsky-Korsakov's orchestration in 1910 and then
moving towards a more dodecaphonic writing (1966, Requiem Canticles), not forgetting the consummate Les Noces -
"not a ballet but a divertissement...in two parts" (to quote the composer). A unique blend of earthy rusticity, profund
humanity and religious faith.

CD1: Firebird - May 18 1970 - Dohnanyi
Symphony - June 28-9 1970 - Neumann
[from 250054, 250063]
CD2: Les Noces - Feb 4 1982 - Prague Radio/Kosler
Soldat - Live May 28 1980 - Boston Chamber Players
3 Pieces, Concertino - Live Feb 2 1987 - Tokyos
Shakespeare Songs - Live Feb 21971 - Musica Nova Pragensis
[from 250057, 250073] 
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Alda Caiello [soprano]
Prazak quartet
Václav Kunt [flute]
Milan Polak, Karel Dohnal, Vit Spilka [clarinets]
Pavel Hula [direction]

SCHOENBERG: Pierrot Lunaire Op. 21, Suite op. 29 
Prazak Quartet

'Pierrot lunaire', the scandalous ‘Red Mass’ with its bloody host, stems from a musical art in which Viennese cabaret,
Neapolitan and oriental antecedents and German Jewish humour blend with stable, clearly audible Sprechgesang in a
musical framework that serves as stage director and means of dramatic expression. It simultaneously proposes a literal
text of immediate impact and its humorous and even ironic antithesis. Same outline with the Suite Op.29, which is serial
but with jazzy counterpoint!
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Bolshoi: A Renaissance,  DVD documentary

In this remarkable film, Denis Sneguirev invites us to witness the rescue and revival of Moscow’s legendary Bolshoi
Theatre. In a mix of 3D images, animation, documentary footage and interviews, he recounts the history of the Bolshoi
from its origins to the present day. 

Hitherto unknown archival material takes viewers back to a time when stars like Ulanova, Maximova, Plisetskaya,
Vasiliev or Grigorovich graced the Bolshoi stage. 

Here we watch the teams of architects, engineers and construction workers labouring day and night to rebuild the theatre
in the course of a colossal venture which Russia’s media dubbed the "construction project of the century".
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La Real Cámara:
Arthur Schoonderwoerd [fortepiano]
Emilio Moreno [violin]
Antonio Clares [viola]
Mercedes Ruiz [cello]

Luigi BOCCHERINI: Six Quartets G259, Quartettini op. 26     
La Real Cámara
Emilio Moreno

String player, director and scholar, Emilio Moreno is the the ideal guide to the music of Luigi Boccherini. Joined by the
talented Dutch keyboard player Arthur Schoonderwoerd, Moreno leads La Real Cámara, with regular partners violist
Antonio Clares and cellist Mercedes Ruiz, in six piano quartets transcribed from Boccherini’s Op 26 two-movement
quartettini of 1778. 
Moreno also takes us back to the Age of Enlightenment, to the cultured court of the Infante Don Luis de Borbón, the
brother of the Spanish king, in Arenas de San Pedro - a royal residence outside Madrid. where chamber music of all
configurations was performed by the Font family quartet and Boccherini (a noted cellist himself), with technical assurance
and artistry. 
Here, fortepiano joins violin, viola and basse obligé, coming together in elegant, witty and graceful chamber music, in
scores touched by those popular Spanish motifs cheerfully incorporated by Boccherini.
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Kreeta-Maria Kentala (violin)
Lauri Pulakka (cello)
Mitzi Meyerson (harpsichord)

Richard JONES: Chamber Airs for a Violin (and Thorough Bass)
London 1735
Mitzi Meyerson

Emboldened by her experience of playing the 6 Sets of Lessons by Richard Jones, already released on Glossa, and
chancing upon another book of music which included violin sonatas by Jones, Mitzi Meyerson resolved to champion
further this forgotten musical figure from the first half of the 18th century in England, in a manner comparable to her
earlier defence of Muffat and Balbastre.
Joined by violinist Kreeta-Maria Kentala and cellist Lauri Pulakka, Meyerson has now recorded all eight of the sonatas,
published in London in 1735 as Chamber Airs for a Violin (and Thorough Bass), and makes evident how this
contemporary of Handel developed his own individual and unpredictable style, but with plenty of echoes of music by the
likes of Leclair and Corelli, as well as the earlier Baroque England thrown in for good measure. This is technically secure
and demanding music for the performers - Jones was a violinist himself, acting as the concertmaster for the Drury Lane
Orchestra in London – which will be a delight for lovers of Baroque chamber music and which will serve to demonstrate,
once more, how in music “the perfect is the enemy of the good” for composers caught in the long shadow of Georg
Friedrich Handel. 

The three musicians on this new Glossa recording talk winningly in a joint booklet interview about their pleasure in
performing these idiosyncratic early Georgian violin sonatas.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
GCD921805 Richard Jones - Sets of Lessons for the Harpischord 

“one of the harpsichord discs of the year”
Gramophone recommends, Awards issue 2010
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Sistite Sidera:
Emanuela Galli [soprano]
Marco Testori [cello]
Gabriele Palomba [theorbo]
Davide Pozzi [harpsichord, organ]

Domenico GABRIELLI: Cantate
Emanuela Galli

GABRIELLI Perché mai nume adorato - Amor m’hai così vinto, Sonata a violoncello solo in La maggiore - Poiché ad
Irene, Premea d’Ilio superbo, Nella Sidonia riva - Sonata a violoncello solo in Sol maggiore, Allor che dal bel nido
MONARI Sonata, Quando penso a quel tuo labbro, Sonata per l’elevazione,  Se in amor cerco lo scampo, Sonata per
organo

Composer and cellist Domenico Gabrielli, was born in Bologna on 15 April 1659. He only lived to be 31 and he is a
composer probably only familiar to cellists, or rather Baroque cellists. His seven Ricercari for cello solo are indeed the
first predecessors of Bach’s cello Suites, and his two cello sonatas and his Canon for two cellos are among the earliest
examples of their genre. Much less well-known is the fact that Gabrielli was also a celebrated opera and oratorio
composer and published several trio sonatas and (posthumously) a volume of secular cantatas for voice and basso
continuo. The present release is completed by some works by Bartolomeo Monari (1662-1707).
Emanuela Galli's ravishing voice leads us through these lesser known Baroque compositions revealing the beauty of that
music.
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WAGNER: Die Walküre

Jon Vickers [Siegmund]
Ernst Wiedemann [Hunding]
Otto Edelmann [Wotan]
Gladys Kuchta [Sieglinde]
Birgit Nilsson [Brünnhilde]
Irene Dalis [Fricka]
Orchestra of the Metropolitan Opera House / Erich Leinsdorf
23/12/1961 Live recording

Birgit Nilsson’s first Met broadcast as Brunnhilde! 
Erich Leinsdorf conducts some of the greatest Wagnerian singers of the post-WWII era in this stunning performance of
'Die Walküre', the highly emotional—and ever-popular—second installment of the Ring cycle. Otto Edelmann is Wotan,
lord of the gods, who sees his carefully laid plans go tragically wrong. The incomparable Birgit Nilsson sings Brünnhilde,
his favorite warrior daughter. Jon Vickers, at the top of his game, is Siegmund, the hero Wotan is putting all his hopes on
before giving in to the demands of his wife, Fricka (Irene Dalis). Gladys Kuchta sings Sieglinde, Siegmund’s sister and
bride, and the 24-year-old Martina Arroyo makes a cameo appearance as Ortlinde, one of the Valkyries.
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VERDI: Rigoletto
sung in French

Alain Vanzo [Duke]
Robert Massard [Rigoletto]
Renée Doria [Gilda]
Adrien Legros [Sparafucile]
Denise Scharley [Maddalena]
Agnes Adam [Giovanna]
Jean-Pierre Laffage [Monterone]
Michel Forel [Marullo]
Camille Pouquetty [Borsa]
Jacques Scellier [Ceprano]
Micheline Dupré [countess]
Orchestre Symphonique et Choeurs 'Jésus Etcheverry'
Jésus Etcheverry
Paris, March 1961

Exceptional sound. Excerpts from this performance have been available before [on Opera Club] but not complete on CD.
This was available on vinyl, in France, in the 1960s. This is superb: Vanzo's tone is light, bright and glorious; Doria's
coloratura legendary. There is a strange 'rightness' about this French 'Rigoletto'. 
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PUCCINI: Manon Lescaut

Dorothy Kirsten [Manon Lescaut]
Mario Sereni [Lescaut]
Carlo Bergonzi [Des Grieux]
Salvatore Baccaloni [Geronte]
Charles Anthony [Edmondo]
George Cehanovsky [L'oste]
Alessio De Paolis, Joan Wall, Calvin Marsh, Robert Nagy, Louis Sgarro
Orchestra & Chorus of the Metropolitan Opera / Fausto Cleva
Live recording 10/12/1960

Bonus Dorothy Kirsten and Richard Tucker sing Duets from La Boheme, Manon, Manon Lescaut, 
Met Orchestra / Fausto Cleva New York 1955

"This live performance at the Met is a unique document. Bergonzi never recorded the rôle commercially, nor did Kirsten
(in one of her best roles) or Sereni. 
Some of the usual finer Bergonzi-points are not lost: the pianissimo on the last measures of 'Tu, tu amore' The fine
plangent tones are there in Ah Manon' but so are the sobs a la Gigli. One is grateful for this testimony and I for one
wouldn't want to be without it." operanostalgia.be on GAO113/114
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Shige Yano [soprano], Marga Höffgen [alto]
Fritz Wunderlich [tenor], Theo Adam [bass]
Chor des Hessischen Rundfunks
Chor des Süddeutschen Rundfunks
Sinfonie-Orchesters des Hessischen Rundfunks
Dean Dixon [conductor]

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 9
Fritz Wunderlich
Theo Adam 

Fritz Wunderlich frequently sang the tenor part in Ludwig van Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony on Schiller’s “Ode to joy”, but
he never recorded it on LP. His contribution makes this live recording of a 1962 concert at the Hessischer Rundfunk a
rarity and closes a gap in the discographic legacy of the singer who died so prematurely.
Wunderlich’s cantabile performance style ennobles the tenor solo in the “alla Marcia“ style, and he smoothly blends into
the excellent line-up of soloists: Shige Yano (soprano), Marga Höffgen (alto) and Theo Adam (bass-baritone). The
conductor is Dean Dixon, the first Afro-American to hold the post of chief conductor (1961-1974) of a German Radio
Symphony Orchestra.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
AUDITE95619 Stravinsky Perséphone
Doris Schade [narrator], Fritz Wunderlich [tenor], Dean Dixon [conductor]
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Vivianne Wagner [piano] 
Les Siècles
François-Xavier Roth [conductor]

DUBOIS: Piano Concerto No. 2, Frithiof Overture, Dixtuor

Vivianne Wagner
François-Xavier Roth

The brilliant musician Théodore Dubois (1837-1924) was an exceptionally gifted student at the Conservatoire de Paris,
winning many awards, particularly in piano and composition, including his first Grand Prix de Rome in 1861.
On his return to France, he steadily progressed: he taught harmony at the Conservatoire from 1871 and ten years later
became head of composition, before his appointment as director in 1896, a position he held until his retirement in 1905.
He combined these duties with various music-related positions in the Church, notably as organist of La Madeleine
(1877-1896). He received several official honours and became a member of the Institut in 1894. 
Works as varied as 'Ouverture de Frithiof', the original 'Dixtuor' for double quintet or the highly romantic 'Concerto pour
piano' prove that, while respecting his principles of clarity and tradition, Dubois was sensitive to modern developments.
His inspiration was eclectic and his work touches on all genres, appealing to Franck and Schumann, as much as Brahms
and Saint-Saëns.
François-Clément Théodore Dubois (24 August 1837 – 11 June 1924).

also available:
AP030 Dubois Le Paradis Perdu
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Yuan Sheng [piano]

BACH Goldberg Variations
Yuan Sheng

International Piano Magazine considers Yuan Sheng “China’s premier Bach interpreter”; the New York Times describes
his Bach playing as “a model of clarity, balance and proportion”.

Yuan Sheng studied in Bejing, and through a scholarship entered the Manhattan School of Music, where he studied with
Solomon Mikowsky and later with Bach specialist, Rosalyn Tureck. His interpretation of Bach’s famous 'Goldberg
Variations' is genuinely personal, but never artificial or self conscious. He doesn’t use the piano as a 'pianistic' instrument
(though his technical command is all the more impressive), but simply as a means to express the message of this music,
a human message of beauty, joy and sorrow.  
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Sasha Grynyuk [piano]

Friedrich GULDA / Glenn GOULD: Original Piano Works
GULDA: Play Piano Play (10 Übungsstücke für Yuko)
GOULD: Piano Sonata, Five Short Pieces for Piano (1950)
Two Pieces for Piano (1951/2)
So You Want to Write a Fugue? (arr. for piano by Sasha Grynyuk)   
Sasha Grynyuk

Friedrich Gulda and Glenn Gould were two towering pianists of the 20th Century, not only as pianistic and musical
phenomena but also because of their unique personalities. Both were notorious for their eccentricities, which were
secondary effects of very powerful forces that guided their lives. Their original compositions for piano reflect their specific
innermost urges and interests: for Gulda, Jazz was the inspiration for his cycle 'Play Piano play'; for Gould, the great
masters of polyphony and the Second Viennese School: fascinating creations from two great minds.

Sasha Grynyuk, born in Ukraine, studied at the Guildhall School for Music, and won its prestigious Gold Medal.
Subsequently he was named 'Rising Star' of the BBC Music Magazine, and he received the Guildhall’s Wigmore Prize. 
Charles Rosen said of him: “an impressive artist with a remarkable and unfailing musicality, always moving with the most
natural, electrifying and satisfying interpretations”.     
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Quatuor Modigliani:
Philippe Bernhard, Loïc Rio [violins]
Laurent Marfaing [viola]
François Kieffer [cello]

Intuition
ARRIAGA: Quartet n° 3 MOZART: Quartet K159 SCHUBERT: Quartet D4
Quatuor Modigliani

"More or less off the beaten track from what is known as mainstream repertoire, frequently recorded and often played in
concert, there exist many magnificent works which the public is only rarely given an opportunity of hearing.
Before entering on the tenth year of existence of our quartet, we felt the urge to share with you our encounter with three
gems that come straight from the heart and the imagination of three teenage composers.
The dazzling inspiration of the young Mozart, who wrote free of all constraint, out of sheer pleasure in exploring the
genre; the easy fluency of Schubert, who needed just a few days to compose this quartet intended for no more exalted
purpose than performance in his family parlour; and the already eminently Romantic élan of Arriaga, whom only illness
robbed of the glorious destiny his contemporaries predicted for him: instinct played a preponderant role in the creation of
each of these pieces.
And what an inspiring moment it was, in the career of our still youthful quartet, when all four of us realised, in playing
through these works, that the sincerest tribute we could pay their three marvellous composers would be to allow
ourselves to be guided by the sublime intuition they possessed at this moment in their lives. To love their work as one
loves a dear friend, not for what they will be or might have been, but quite simply for what they are when one meets
them."
The Modigliani Quartet
 
CONCERT: BIRMINGHAM TOWN HALL 13th May: Arriaga, Haydn, Debussy 
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Etsuko Hirose [piano]

BALAKIREV: Piano Sonata in B flat minor
Islamey & other works
Etsuko Hirose

Mily Balakirev (1837-1910), founder and driving force of the celebrated 'Mighty Handful', spared no effort in his devotion
to his followers, and thus left only a relatively modest number of works.
The piano occupies a preponderant place in his output, with the Russian style rubbing shoulders with with influences of
Chopin and Liszt. While 'Islamey' has always figured in the virtuoso repertoire, other pieces deserve to be rediscovered,
including the Toccata, the Sonata and the Variations on themes by Glinka, the "Father of Russian music", who saw in
Balakirev a worthy successor.
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Fabrice Millischer [trombone, sackbut] 
Maiko Kato [organ, harpsichord] 
Nathanaël Gouin [piano]

Trombone All Styles
Works for sackbut & trombone from 1600 to 2011 
Fabrice Millischer

Fabrice Millischer, voted "Revelation" at the last French Classical Music Awards ("Victoires de la Musique Classique"), is
the first trombonist to have won the ARD International Music Competition in Munich.   
This recording, tracing the history of his instrument from Renaissance times to the present day, and from the sackbut to
the trombone, shows what a talented and exciting artist this young man is.
 
Simon's disc of the month! Listen out for his ringtone.... 
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Norberto Broggini, organ

Organ of the New World
Andahuaylillas – Arsenal de Metz
Norberto Broggini

Unrivalled, this recording presents a typical instrument of the XVIIth century, a replica of the oldest instrument in the
Americas as the organ of Andahuaylillas, in Peru. Built by the French organ company Jean-François Dupont, the
instrument has been temporarily transplanted to the main concert hall of the Arsenal of Metz, conceived by the architect
Ricardo Bofill. Ideally located, this organ can deliver all the beauty of its stops in this exceptional acoustic, revealing the
richest melodies played in Latin America during the XVIIth century.
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Plamena Nikitassova [violin]
Maya Amrein [cello]
Jörg-Andreas Bötticher [harpsichord]

Carlo ZUCCARI: Violin Sonatas 
Plamena Nikitassova

Sonata II in A major, Sonata III in E major, Sonata IV in G major, Sonata VIII in B flat major, Sonata X in A minor, Adagio
VII in E minor, Adagio X in D minor, Adagio XI in C minor

The Italian violinist and composer Carlo Zuccari (1704-1792) worked from 1741 in Milan, where he was the leader of
Giovanni Battista Sammartini’s famous orchestra. In the 1760s he was in London as member of the Italian opera
orchestra and published there his “True Method of Playing an Adagio”); in 1765 he returned to Milan.
The 'Sonate a Violino, e Basso ò Cembalo', his most important and significant work, were published in Milan in 1747.
Zuccari prefers here the three movement slow-fast-fast setting, elaborate melodic lines and bass parts that maintained a
supporting role rather than involvement with the musical themes. Despite their baroque structure, the first signs of the
gallant style can be noted, both in the treatment of the bass, which is rich in harmony with pedals, delays and
anticipations and in the writing for the violin, which is bristling with diminishments and embellishments.
Plamena Nikitassova, born in 1975 in Varna (Bulgaria), studied the baroque violin with Chiara Banchini at the Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis. She performs with ensembles such as La Cetra Barockorchester Basel, Ensemble 415,
Freitagsakademie and Le Parlement de Musique under Martin Gester, Chiara Banchini, Rudolf Lutz, Konrad Junghänel
and Jordi Savall. From 2013 she will be concert-master of the Baroque Orchestra of the J. S. Bach-Foundation in St.
Gallen.
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Ars Antiqua Austria / Letzbor

Romanus WEICHLEIN: Enceniae Musices 1695
Sonatas I-XII
Ars Antiqua Austria
Gunar Letzbor

Romanus Weichlein (1652-1706) received his first musical training at the abbey of Lambach and entered the Benedictine
Order in 1671. He went to Salzburg to study at the University where he became a doctor of philosophy in 1673. Here he
also got acquainted with Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber. Returning to Lambach, he later became chaplain and musical
director of the Benedictine convent of Nonnberg in Salzburg.
His oeuvre isn't very large, and it is quite possible that some of it has been lost. What has been left is this collection of
sonatas as well as a number of masses. Encaenia Musices contains 12 sonatas for two violins, two violas and bc, with
two additional trumpets in the Sonatas I, V and XII.
There are similarities with music by other Austrian composers, like Biber and Schmelzer. Even so Weichlein's sonatas
have their very individual traces as well.

“These sonatas by Weichlein are really excellent music, and there is every reason to play them alongside the music of
renowned masters of Austrian late 17th-century music. Ars Antiqua Austria has done us a favour by recording this
collection.” (Musica dei donum)
Originally released on Symphonia 2008
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Ensemble Philidor

MOZART: Works for wind instruments
Ensemble Philidor

"The sweeping, symphonic character of these pieces is on a scale closer to the Romantics than to Mozart's
contemporaries, and is possibly the finest example of Harmoniemusik in existence. The quality of the performances of
the Ensemble Philidor on period instruments is outstanding. A real coup for music lovers and audiophiles"  audad.com

"Spontaneous interpretation and instrumental skill, enhanced by admirable scope and phrasing of great quality. With this
remarkable playing style, each of the works seems to blossom and flourish of its own accord. The clear, precise
conducting brings out the meaning of each of the parts" Lidové noviny, Praga
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Talich Quartet:
Petr Messiereur
Jan Kvapil [violins]
Jan Talich Sr. [viola]
Evzen Rattay [cello]
Karel Rehak [viola 2]

MOZART: The Six String Quintets 
Talich Quartet

When the complete Quintets by the Talich Quartet were released in the late 1990s, for the first time, these works - which
in reality were performed in concert relatively infrequently and were not widely recorded - became accessible in all of
their emotional power and stunning beauty. 

"The Talich Quartet, unforgettable in their expressive warmth, matching of timbre and easy, unforced spontaneity"
Gramophone

"This award-winning budget-priced three-disc set is extraordinary value" Classicstoday
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Nederlands Kamerkoor, 
Raschèr Saxophone Quartet
Cor de Jong [harmonium]
Sepp Grotenhuis [piano]
Klaas Stok [conductor]

KAGEL: Chorbuch, Les Inventions d' Adolphe Sax
Nederlands Kamerkoor 
Raschèr Saxophone Quartet

Mauricio Kagel’s last recorded works

This Winter & Winter cd of 'Chorbuch' and 'Les Inventions d' Adolphe Sax', recorded in December 2007, was Mauricio
Kagel’s last recording, delayed due to unexpected death in the year 2008. 
The centrepiece of the album, 'Les Inventions d' Adolphe Sax' was commissioned by the Nederlands Kamerkoor, who
invited the acclaimed Raschèr Quartet to participate. As a premiere recording and with Kagel’s artistic  participation a
masterpiece was created. The Nederlands Kamerkoor and Mauricio Kagel were closely connected through a long
outstanding artistic collaboration and unique shared experiences. 

At the end of the recording, choir director, Leo Samama took a funny snapshot of the 'megaphone' choir. In the
middle of which, completely covered by his megaphone, sits the composer. 

The artist Ursula Burghardt, Mauricio Kagel’s wife, created the images, which are used as the artwork for this release.

FURTHER RELEASES BY MAURICIO KAGEL ON W&W:
910059-2 Playback Play 
910090-2 Schwarzes Madrigal
910090-2 Tantz-Schul
910109-2 Die Stücke der Windrose
910128-2 The Mauricio Kagel Edition
910126-2 Quirinus' Liebeskuss
910150-2 Kantrimiusik
915006-7 Ludwig van [DVD-Video]
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Callithumpian Consort / Stephen Drury [director]
New England Conservatory Contemporary
Music Ensemble / 
John Heiss [director]

John Luther ADAMS: songbirdsongs
songbirdsongs (1974-79/2006)
Strange Birds Passing (1983/2003)  

Songbirdsongs is among John Luther Adams’ seminal works. This is the first time the cycle appears on CD.

Although music has been written involving the sounds of birds for centuries, no composer has ever approached the
concept in this way. Based on Adams’ observations and studies of actual bird songs, he scored them for various
ensembles of piccolos, ocarinas, flutes and percussion. 
Rather than having a fixed score, each piece consists of a collection of unordered phrases for each instrument. To create
a performance, the musicians interpret their parts according to the instructions found in the score’s notes, maps, and
parts — instructions that are carefully derived from each bird’s singing behavior. Adams not only represents birdsongs
accurately but also allows performers to piece them together with the unique patterns and spontaneity of the birds
interacting with one another in nature. 
Each movement of songbirdsongs features specific birds collected together by their region and shared habitat. The result
is a work of natural beauty, vivid colours and atmosphere.
Liner notes with musical illustrations by David Shimoni and John Luther Adams.

Also by John Luther ADAMS on Mode Records:
MODE153 Strange and Sacred Noise/Percussion Group Cincinnati
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Alfonso Alberti [piano]
Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della RAI
Arturo Tamayo [conductor]

PETRASSI: Piano Concerto
La Follia di Orlando (Orchestral suite), Partita (1932) for orchestra
Alfonso Alberti 
Arturo Tamayo 

This CD is concerned with the origins of the musical identity of Goffredo Petrassi (1904-2003). The works date from the
'Partita' of 1932, which won a musician's union prize and was chosen to represent Italy in the ISCM in Amsterdam in
1933; to his orchestral suite 'La Follia di Orlando' from 1945. It represents an example from Petrassi’s relatively brief
career of music for the stage. 
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